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HOW TO CLOSE CLIENTS

Success
Advantage

EXAMPLE SCRIPT
INTRODUCTION - Hi this is... from...

INTRODUCTION - I was calling about your request for social media and
online marketing

REQUIREMENTS - I wanted to find out more about your requirements to look
at how different solutions could help you reach your goal. Do you have a few
minutes available now?
REQUIREMENTS - Ok, can you tell me more about your requirements? I can
see that you mentioned XYZ in your service request...

CURRENT - Can you tell me more about your business and current set up in
relation to marketing?
CURRENT - How do your customers find out about you?

CURRENT - [Look for any problems or pain points, low sales, want higher
paying customers or more repeat customers, want to scale up etc as this will
help with positioning solutions and the closing process]
GOAL - Do you have any specific goals in mind?

CURRENT - Who are your ideal customers?
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GAP - What would you like to achieve through your social media, more
customers? Higher engagement? Lower advertising costs etc? How many
new customers would you like to have on a weekly or monthly basis?

REQUIREMENTS - Re-state their requirements then lead into solutions]

SOLUTION - Which solutions have you considered?

SOLUTION - Are you looking for a one time project or ongoing social media
management and marketing?

SOLUTION - [Briefly mention your services and how your solutions can help
them with their goals]
BUDGET RANGE - [Ask about budget range and specifics they would like
included] Did you have a budget range in mind? I can see you mentioned…
in your service request. What areas were you looking to include in terms of
social media and marketing management?
TIMESCALES - When are you looking to start social media management, I can
see you mentioned within the next month in your service request?
INFO - [Ask about any other questions you would like to clarify]

NEXT STEPS - Ok, thank you for your time and running through your
requirements and your objectives. Let me prepare a customised plan for
you and we can discuss suggested solutions. Does tomorrow or the
following day suit you?
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